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Abstract
We study convergence properties of the resistance distance on random geometric
graphs for increasing sample size. It turns out that the suitably scaled resistance
distance between two fixed points converges to a non-trivial limit. However, this
limit no longer takes into account global properties of the graph, as for example
the cluster structure. Quite to the opposite, the limit distance function is rather
meaningless. As our simulations show, this phenomenon can already be observed
for rather small sample sizes. Thus, we discourage the usage of the resistance
distance for learning purposes on the type of graph we have analyzed so far.
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Introduction

In many areas of machine learning graphs are used to model local relationships between data points.
Vertices in the graph represent data points and edges indicate similarities or interactions between
the points. A standard model is the one of a random geometric graph: data points are supposed to
be drawn according to some underlying probability distribution P , and vertices are connected by
edges if they are “similar” or “close” to each other, according to a specific, application-dependent
similarity or distance function.
The reason why graphs are used so widely in machine learning is that they allow to reconstruct
the global topology of the data based on local information only. A standard way to achieve this
is to define a new distance function between the vertices of the graph. As opposed to the edges
which model the local structure, this distance is supposed to capture the global structure of the
data. For example, the ISOMAP algorithm for dimensionality reduction uses the shortest path
distance between the vertices to construct a suitable low-dimensional embedding of the graph
(Tenenbaum et al., 2000). The spectral clustering algorithm (von Luxburg, 2007) is often (slightly
mis)interpreted as first computing the commute distance between the vertices, then constructing
a low-dimensional embedding of the data based on this distance, and finally using the k-means
clustering algorithm in the embedded space (Saerens et al., 2004).
There exist several common choices to define a global distance function based on the graph structure. The simplest and most well-known one is the shortest path distance. However, it has the
disadvantage that it does not take into account the cluster structure of the graph. A more promising candidate for a distance function is the commute-distance (or resistance distance, see below for
formal definitions). The commute distance between two vertices u and v in the graph is defined as
the expected time it takes a random walk starting in vertex u to travel to vertex v and back. The
advantage of this distance function is that it takes into account all paths between u and v, not just
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the shortest one. The more paths connect u with v, the smaller the resistance distance becomes. As
a consequence, the commute distance satisfies the following, highly desirable property:
Property (F): Vertices in the same cluster of the graph have a small commute
distance, whereas two vertices in different clusters of the graph have a “large”
commute distance.
It is because of this nice property that the commute distance has become a popular choice and is
widely used for machine learning (e.g., Saerens et al., 2004, Qiu and Hancock, 2006, Herbster and
Pontil, 2006, Fouss et al., 2007), in social network analysis (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2003),
and in many other contexts where structural properties of graphs play a fundamental role (Spielman
and Srivastava, 2008, Sarkar et al., 2008).
In this paper we are going to study the convergence properties of the commute distance on random
geometric graphs. That is, we fix two data points a := X1 , b := X2 , a 6= b, and keep on drawing
new data points X3 , ..., Xn . Denoting the commute distance between a and b by cn (a, b) (where
the index n indicates the sample size), we investigate the limit of cn (a, b) for fixed points a and
b when the sample size n tends to infinity. We prove that the limit exists and has a very simple
form: a suitably rescaled version of cn (a, b) converges to 1/p(a) + 1/p(b) where p is the density
from which the points have been sampled. This result is extremely surprising and discouraging.
The limit of the commute distance does not take into account any global properties of the data but
just depends on the local density at the two data points. This implies that property (F) becomes
less and less pronounced the larger n is. Even more disappointingly, computer simulations show
that n does not even need to be very large before (F) does not hold any more. Often, n in the
order of 1000 is already enough to make cn (a, b) very close to its limit expression. This result has
very strong implications for practice: even on moderate-sized random geometric graphs, the use of
the commute distance should be discouraged, at least if the reason for the choice of the commute
distance is property (F).
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General setup, definitions and notation

General setup. Suppose that (Xi )i∈N is a sequence of data points drawn i.i.d. from X ⊆ RN
according to a probability distribution P with density function p bounded away from 0. For each
n ∈ N we build a fully connected, weighted, undirected similarity graph Gn based on the first n
sample points X1 , . . . , Xn as follows. The graph Gn has n vertices where the vertices represent the
data points. In the sequel, we will use the same symbol for the data point and the corresponding
vertex. We build a fully connected graph where the edge weights k(Xi , Xj ) are determined by a
symmetric and continuous similarity function k : X × X → R+ . We call this graph the random
geometric graph based on X1 , . . . , Xn with weights induced by k.
n
We call the symmetric n × n matrix Kn := (k(Xi , Xj )) the weight matrix.
PnThe degree degi of
n
vertex vi is the sum of the weights of all edges incident to vi , i.e. degi = j=1 k(Xi , Xj ). The
P
volume of a subset of vertices is given as the sum of their degrees: voln (A) = i∈A degni . The
diagonal matrix Dn with entries degn1 , ..., degnn is called degree matrix. We represent the structure
of the graph by the unnormalized graph Laplacian Ln := Dn − Kn .

Commute and resistance distance on graphs.
Consider a random walk on any graph of n vertices, where the transition probabilities are proportional to the edge weights, that is the transition probability from vertex Xi to vertex Xj is defined
as pij := k(Xi , Xj )/degi . The commute distance cn (Xi , Xj ) between Xi and Xj is defined as the
expected time it takes a random walk starting in Xi to travel to vertex Xj and back to Xi . Closely
related to the commute distance is the resistance distance. Here one interprets the graph as an electrical network where the edges represent resistors. The conductance of a resistor is given by the
corresponding edge weight. The resistance distance between two vertices Xi and Xj is defined as
the effective resistance between Xi and Xj in the network. The following proposition collects some
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well-known facts about these distances. For background reading we refer to Doyle and Snell (1984),
Klein and Randic (1993), Xiao and Gutman (2003), Fouss et al. (2006).
Proposition 2.1 (Properties of the commute and resistance distance). Let G by any connected,
undirected graph with n vertices. Denote by 1n the n × n matrix with all entries equal to 1/n,
by eni and enj the i-th and j-th unit vectors, and by h·, ·i the standard inner product in Rn .
+
(i) Let Ln be the graph Laplacian. Its Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse L+
n := (ln,ij )i,j=1,...,n
can be computed by
−1
L+
− α1 1n
n = (Ln + α1n )
for any α ∈ R \ {0}.

(ii) The resistance distance between two vertices in the graph is given by
+
+
+
+
rn (vi , vj ) = ln,ii
+ ln,jj
− ln,ij
− ln,ji
n
n
= heni − enj , L+
n (ei − ej )i.

(iii) The resistance distance coincides with the commute distance up to a constant:
cn (Xi , Xj ) = vol(Gn ) · rn (Xi , Xj ).
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Convergence of the resistance distance

In this section we are concerned with the behavior of the resistance distance rn (a, b) in random
geometric graphs as n tends to infinity for fixed data points a and b. First we investigate the case
that the similarity function remains unchanged independent of the sample size n we take into
account. Since the number of paths between a and b increases, the resistance rn (a, b) decreases. If
we rescale the resistance distance in a suitable way, then it converges for almost all sequences of
samples to a non-trivial limit as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 3.1 (Limit of resistance distance for fixed similarity function). Let X ⊆ RN be a
compact set and let k : X × X → (0, ∞) be a symmetric and continuous function. Suppose that
(Xi )i∈N is a sequence of data points drawn i.i.d. from X according to a density function p > 0 on
X . Let Gn be the random geometric graph based on points (Xi )i=1,...,n with weights induced by k.
Define the the empirical degree function
Z
n
1X
dn (x) := k(x, y) dPn (y) :=
k(x, Xk ),
n
k=1

and the limit degree function
Z
d(x) :=

k(x, y) dP (y).

(1)

Then, as n → ∞, for any two data points a, b ∈ {Xi : i ∈ N}, a 6= b,


(i) nrn (a, b) − dn1(a) + dn1(b) −→ 0,


where nrn (a, b) − dn1(a) + dn1(b) ≤ C
n for some C > 0,
(ii)

1
dn (a)

+

1
dn (b)

−



1
d(a)

+

1
d(b)



−→ 0

a.s..

Altogether, we have nrn (a, b) → 1/d(a) + 1/d(b) a.s., as n → ∞.
This theorem states that in the limit the resistance distance between two vertices only depends on
the degrees of the respective vertices. The paths between these vertices, however, are not taken
into account. This is quite surprising and leads to very counter-intuitive behavior of the resistance
distance. Consider the situation where the probability distribution consists of two distinct clusters.
Intuitively, one expects that the resistance between two vertices in the same cluster is much smaller
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than the resistance between two vertices in the different clusters (this is the Property (F) from the
introduction). However, this intuition does not hold any more as soon as we are close to the limit
regime. Then we have nrn (a, b) ≈ 1/d(a) + 1/d(b), no matter if a and b are in the same cluster
or not. Moreover, in Section 4 we show that in practice this phenomenon already occurs for rather
small sample sizes.
Proof. (i) We use the formula for the pseudoinverse given in Proposition 2.1 (ii) to obtain


nrn (a, b) − dn1(a) + dn1(b)


= hena − enb , n[(Ln + α1n )−1 − α1 1n ](ena − enb )i − dn1(a) + dn1(b)
≤ hena , n(Ln + α1n )−1 ena i −
|
{z
(a)

1
dn (a)

+ henb , n(Ln + α1n )−1 enb i −
} |
{z

1
dn (b)

}

(a’)

+ hena , n(Ln + α1n )−1 enb i + henb , n(Ln + α1n )−1 ena i
|
{z
} |
{z
}
(b)

(b’)

where α ∈ R \ {0}. Now we estimate (a) further to
hena , n(Ln + α1n )−1 ena i −

1
dn (a)

≤ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 ena − nDn−1 ena k∞
= kn(Ln + α1n )−1 [ n1 Dn − n1 (Ln + α1n )]nDn−1 ena k∞
≤ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ k(Kn − α1n )Dn−1 ena k∞
≤ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ (kKn Dn−1 ena k∞ + kα1n Dn−1 ena k∞ ).
Before turning to (b) we first compute using that (Ln + α1n )−1 x =

1
αx

(2)

if x ∈ rg 1n

nDn−1 enb = (Ln + α1n )−1 (Ln + α1n )nDn−1 enb
= (Ln + α1n )−1 (nenb − nKn Dn−1 enb + nα1n Dn−1 enb )
= n(Ln + α1n )−1 enb − n(Ln + α1n )−1 Kn Dn−1 enb + n1n Dn−1 enb .
Hence, n(Ln + α1n )−1 enb = nDn−1 enb + n(Ln + α1n )−1 Kn Dn−1 enb − n1n Dn−1 enb . Plugging this
into (b) we obtain
hena , n(Ln + α1n )−1 enb i
= | hena , nDn−1 enb i +hena , n(Ln + α1n )−1 Kn Dn−1 enb i − hena , n1n Dn−1 enb i|
|
{z
}
=0

≤ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ kKn Dn−1 enb k∞ + kn1n Dn−1 enb k∞ .

(3)

Since k is positive and continuous and since X is compact, we have
l := min k(x, y) > 0
x,y∈X

and

M := max k(x, y) < ∞.
x,y∈X

Thus, the degrees of the vertices in the fully connected graph Gn are bounded by
nl ≤ degni = ndn (Xi ) ≤ nM
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We fix now α := nl and estimate the norm of
kDn−1 Kn − αDn−1 1n k∞ =

max
i∈{1,...,n}

n
X

k(Xi ,Xj )−l
degn
i

j=1

=

(4)
Dn−1 Kn

max



1−

i∈{1,...,n}

−

nl
degn
i

αDn−1 1n


≤1−

by
l
M

< 1.

Hence, if Idn denotes the n × n identity matrix, then the inverse of Idn − Dn−1 Kn + αDn−1 1n is
given by the Neumann series. In addition, we obtain the upper bound
k(Idn − Dn−1 Kn + αDn−1 1n )−1 k∞ ≤

4

„ 1
«
l
1− 1− M

=

M
l

for the norm of the inverse. Now, the first factor in (2) or (3), respectively, is bounded by
kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ = kn(Dn (Idn − (Dn−1 Kn − αDn−1 1n )))−1 k∞
≤ k(Idn − Dn−1 Kn + αDn−1 1n )−1 k∞ knDn−1 k∞ ≤
| {z }

M
l2 .

1
≤ l by (4)

Moreover, the inequalities (4) yield
kKn Dn−1 ena k∞ ≤

M
nl

and kn1n Dn−1 ena k∞ ≤

1
nl .

Using analogous estimates for the terms (a0 ) and (b0 ) we finally obtain with α = nl
nrn (a, b) −

1
dn (a)

−

1
dn (b)

≤ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ (kKn Dn−1 ena k∞ + kα1n Dn−1 ena k∞ )
+ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ (kKn Dn−1 enb k∞ + kα1n Dn−1 enb k∞ )
+ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ kKn Dn−1 enb k∞ + kn1n Dn−1 enb k∞
+ kn(Ln + α1n )−1 k∞ kKn Dn−1 ena k∞ + kn1n Dn−1 ena k∞

M
1
M M
1
≤ 2M
l2
nl + n + 2 l2 nl + 2 nl
 2

2M
2
−→ 0 as n −→ ∞.
(5)
= n1 4M
l3 + l2 + l

(ii) This follows from the law of large numbers.
Remember that for the above result we used the same similarity function for all Gn independent of
the sample size n. In this case, for a fixed vertex x the number of vertices with a high similarity to x
steadily increases. In order to control the neighborhood size of the vertices it is a standard procedure
to scale or adjust the similarity function as n grows. A popular example for a similarity function is
the Gaussian similarity function


2
1
kh (x, y) := hN (2π)
− kx−yk
, h > 0.
(6)
2
N/2 exp
2h
The parameter h is used to adjust the neighborhood size with n. With growing sample size h will be
decreased.
The resistance distance between two vertices a and b now also depends on h and is denoted by
rn,h (a, b). The next theorem states that if n and h are coupled in a suitable way, the rescaled
resistance distance converges almost surely to the sum of the reciprocal densities in a and b.
Theorem 3.2 (Limit of the resistance distance for adapted Gaussian similarity function). Let
X ⊆ RN be a compact set and let kh(n) : X × X → (0, ∞) be the Gaussian similarity function
defined in (6). Suppose that (Xi )i∈N is a sequence of data points drawn i.i.d. from X according
to a Borel probability measure P on X with continuous density p > 0. Let Gn be the random
geometric graph based on points (Xi )i=1,...,n with weights induced by kh(n) . If h(n) → 0 and
q
X )2
h(n) ≥ 3(diam
, then, as n → ∞, for any two data points a, b ∈ {Xi : i ∈ N}, a 6= b,
2 log n
nrn,h(n) (a, b) −→

1
p(a)

+

1
p(b)

a.s..

Proof. Denote by dn,h(n) the empirical degree function
n

Z
dn,h(n) (x) :=

kh(n) (x, y) dPn (y) :=

1X
kh(n) (x, Xk ).
n
k=1

1
Observe that kh(n) is bounded from above by Mh(n) := h(n)N (2π)
N/2 and from below by lh(n) :=


2
(diam
X
)
1
exp − 2h(n)2 , where diam X denotes the diameter of X . Now we use the triangle
h(n)N (2π)N/2
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inequality and then (5) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to estimate


1
1
nrn,h(n) (a, b) − p(a)
+ p(b)


1
1
1
1
1
1
≤ nrn,h(n) (a, b) − dn,h(n)
(a) − dn,h (b) + dn,h(n) (a) + dn,h(n) (b) − p(a) + p(b)

 2


4Mh(n)
2Mh(n)
1
1
1
1
2
1
≤ n
+
−
+
+
+
+
.
3
2
l
d
(a)
d
(b)
p(a)
p(b)
lh(n)
lh(n)
h(n)
n,h(n)
n,h(n)
{z
}
|
{z
} |
(b)

(a)

First, we want to make sure that part (a) converges to 0 if we diminish h. To this end, we try to
determine h as a function of n such that
(i) h(n) −→ 0 as n −→ ∞, and
(ii)

q−1
1 Mh(n)
q
n lh(n)

−→ 0 as n → ∞ for q = 1, 2, 3.

We write the quotient in (ii) more explicit as

q−1 

q
q−1
1 Mh(n)
1
1
(diam X )2
N
N/2
=
h(n) (2π)
exp
q
n lh(n)
n h(n)N (2π)N/2
2h(n)2


1
q(diam X )2
= (2π)N/2 h(n)N exp
.
n
2h(n)2
q
3(diam X )2
=: g(n), then condition (ii) is fulfilled. Moreover, g(n) −→ 0 as
Now, if h(n) ≥
2 log n
n −→ ∞, so we can find h(n) such that also condition (i) is satisfied.
Let us turn to term (b). It is well-known in density estimation that the empirical degree functions or density estimators dn,h(n) converge pointwise almost surely to d if h(n) −→ 0 and
nh(n)N /log n −→ ∞, see (Rao, 1983, Thm. 3.1.5). If h(n) is chosen as above, then these two
conditions are fulfilled, and hence also part (b) converges almost surely to 0.

4

Simulations

We have run a couple of simulations to find out whether our limit result in Theorem 3.2 is “only of
theoretical interest” or whether it has an impact on applications.
As probability distribution we always use a mixture of two Gaussians in Rd (for various values
of d = 5, 10, 20) with means (−1, −1, 0, . . . , 0) and (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) and variances 0.5. This is a
nicely clustered distribution even in dimension d = 20. As similarity function we use the Gaussian
similarity function where we set the parameter h according to the average k-nearest neighbor
distance for various values of k (k = 5, 10, 20).
First of all we compare the exact resistance distance to its approximation derived above. We define
the relative deviations as


1
1
+ dn (X
nrn (Xi , Xj ) − dn (X
i)
j)
.
rel dev :=
nrn (Xi , Xj )
In the following table we consider the mean relative deviation where the mean is computed over all
pairs of data points.
The results are reported in Table 1. We can see that while the deviations can still be large for small
sample size n = 100, they already become quite small for moderate sized sample sizes (n = 1000
and n = 5000).
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Figure 1: First column: 75 data points in R10 and their logarithmic Gaussian and resistance distances. The parameter h in the Gaussian similarity function is set as the 10-nearest neighbor distance. Second column: same setup, based on 1000 data points. Third column: same setup, based on
5000 data points.
n = 100
h = 5 nn
h = 10 nn
h = 20 nn

dim = 5
0.161
0.141
0.083

dim = 10
0.051
0.036
0.019

dim = 20
0.013
0.010
0.008

n = 5000
h = 5 nn
h = 10 nn
h = 20 nn

dim = 5
0.150
0.100
0.069

dim = 10
0.008
0.005
0.003

dim = 20
0.001
0.000
0.000

n = 1000
h = 5 nn
h = 10 nn
h = 20 nn

dim = 5
0.186
0.139
0.084

dim = 10
0.016
0.012
0.007

dim = 20
0.002
0.002
0.001

Table 1: Relative deviations. The parameter h in the Gaussian similarity function is set as the 5-,10-,
and 20-nearest neighbor (nn) distance.
It can be observed that for n and dim fixed, the relative deviation decreases as k increases. This
can be explained quite naturally. The higher k is, the more similar is the graph to a fully connected
graph with unit edge weights. In such a graph, the noise induced by the sampling plays a lower and
lower role. The trade-off, however, is that if we set k too high, then the graph does not represent the
cluster structure any more.
The table contains values for dimension dim = 5, 10, 20. However, surprisingly one can observe
that the relative errors decrease with the dimension of the data set. This is the case because the
clusters in the graph become more tightly connected in higher dimensions (the mixing properties of
the graph improve with increasing dimensions). Note that our experiments do not take into account
the approximation error which occurs by replacing dn with the limit degree function d. That is, we
consider only part (i) in Theorem 3.2. This approximation error would seriously increase with the
dimension (but does not really play a role for Property (F)).
The consequence of the small relative deviations can be seen with our next experiment. In Figure 1
we show the heat plots of the logarithmic Gaussian distance matrix and the resistance distance matrix
for n = 75, n = 1000 and n = 5000. Here, the parameter h in the Gaussian similarity function
corresponds to the 10-nearest neighbor distance. We can see that while the Euclidean distance is
informative about the clusters independent of the number of points (that is, it has block structure),
the resistance does have block structure for n = 75, but not any more for n = 5000. This shows
that property (F) from the introduction is still satisfied for small sample sizes, but already no more
for moderate sample sizes. This effect is due to the limit result we have proved above.
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Conclusion and future work

We have proved that the suitably rescaled commute distance (or resistance distance) on Gaussian
random geometric graphs converges to a limit quantity which induces a rather meaningless distance
function on the graph. This finding can also be reproduced in simulations with rather small graphs.
It suggests that the commute distance is not a meaningful distance for many applications.
The rates we have achieved in our proof are not yet optimal. We are currently working on improved
results with tight rates. Moreover, so far we have only proved the limit result for Gaussian similarity
graphs. We are currently working on convergence proofs for more general random geometric graphs
(such as k-nearest neighbor graphs and ε-graphs) and are confident that similar results hold in these
cases (at least under certain assumptions).
Moreover, we are curious whether a similar limit behavior can also be observed in other random
geometric graphs such as Erdős-Rényi graphs or power law graphs.
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